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"However, the Shenxuan chain in the treasure must belong to me. Other things don't matter, but the 

Shenxuan chain must be given to me." 

 

The Shenxuan chain can connect all things, it may be the key to connecting ten mysterious steles of 

reincarnation, merging breath, and allowing Ye Chen to awaken the source body of reincarnation, he 

must not miss it. 

 

Xu Tianlang listened to Ye Chen's words, thought about it seriously, and said with a long sigh: "Okay, I'll 

discuss it with Miss Xu, and if there is a result, I will contact you." 

 

After finishing speaking, Xu Tianlang threw a summons talisman to Ye Chen, and then jumped down 

from the window sill, disappearing without a trace. 

 

The summoning talisman was printed with a bloody wolf's head pattern, which was quite ferocious. 

 

Ye Chen kept it close to his body, thinking that Xu Tianlang was considered sensible, and was willing to 

discuss it with himself. 

 

After all, Xu Tianlang is a tailed beast, and Ye Chen naturally didn't want to have any revenge if he could 

discuss it. 

 

His enemies are too many... 

 

... 

 

After one night, Ye Chen left the inn and set out to find the Broken Eyebrow Patriarch. 



 

In order to keep a low profile, he went alone and did not bring Ren Feifan with him. 

 

The strength of the Broken Eyebrow Patriarch, due to years of wear and tear, has fallen to the level of 

the Divine Dao, and will not pose any threat to Ye Chen. 

 

Moreover, this is Shacheng, an absolute safe zone, and we are not afraid of any danger. 

 

According to the coordinates given by the Buddha, Ye Chen came to a beautiful mountain range. 

 

This mountain range runs through the north and south of Shacheng. The 100,000 mountains are verdant 

and the trees are lush and green, but unfortunately there is no aura of heaven and earth, and the air is 

very thin. 

 

Ye Chen walked in the mountains, passed through many high mountains, canyons and ravines all the 

way, if he didn't have the coordinates given by the Buddha, he would definitely get lost. 

 

Finally, Ye Chen came to a huge waterfall. 

 

The waterfall hangs in front of the mountain, like a white dragon hanging upside down, and the water 

vapor is surging, which is very spectacular. 

 

Under the waterfall, there is a simple thatched hut, which is exactly what the Buddha said, the 

hermitage of the Broken Eyebrow Patriarch. 

 

Before Ye Chen got close to the thatched hut, he smelled a strong smell of wine. The smell was a little 

bit fragrant, but the precipitation was too strong, and it was a bit smelly. Anyway, it didn't smell very 

good. 

 

When he got close to the hut, the smell of alcohol became even more pungent, making Ye Chen's tears 

almost flow out, and his head was a little dizzy, as if he was drunk. 

 



The door of the hut was unlocked, and Ye Chen heard thunderous snoring coming from inside. 

 

He walked closer and saw that inside the hut, there were scattered wine jars and a set of dirty wine 

making tools. 

 

An old man with a dirty body and a drunken face was lying on his side on a straw bed, fast asleep. 

 

He had a wine gourd hanging around his waist, and in his sleep, he picked up the gourd and drank a 

couple of sips from time to time, then fell into a deep sleep, murmuring something intoxicating. 

 

Ye Chen stared at the old man's face, saw that his eyebrows were cut off in the middle, and his 

appearance was rather strange, so he thought it was the old man with broken eyebrows. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen shouted in a deep voice: "Patriarch Broken Eyebrow, you slept so 

comfortably!" 

 

The Broken Eyebrow Patriarch was in a deep sleep, and when he heard Ye Chen's voice, he frowned, 

showing a little impatient expression, slightly opened his sleepy drunken eyes, and said in a daze, "Who 

is it?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "The Buddha asked me to come." 

 

The word "Buddha" was said, and the old ancestor Broken Eyebrow, who was still sleepy just now, 

suddenly woke up with fright, jumped up and said loudly: "Buddha, Brother Buddha sent someone to kill 

me?" 

 

He looked around in panic, only to see Ye Chen alone, his cultivation was only the fourth level of the 

Boundless Realm, and he was stunned again. 

 

"Who are you, dare to pretend to be my Buddhist name." 

 



The Broken Eyebrow Patriarch looked at Ye Chen vigilantly, with a trace of contempt, obviously not 

believing that Ye Chen was sent by the Buddha. 

 

If the Buddha wanted to clean up the door and recover the tears of the Dragon Ancestor, he wouldn't 

just send monks from the Infinity Realm. 

 

"Old Ancestor Broken Eyebrow, you are so confused, you can't even catch the secret breath of my 

body?" 

 

Ye Chen looked directly at Patriarch Broken Eyebrow, and said coldly. 

 

Patriarch Duanmei was stunned, calmed down, and carefully captured the mysterious aura on Ye Chen's 

body. Sure enough, he vaguely glimpsed the true face of the Buddha, and also knew Ye Chen's identity. 

 

"Ah, so you are..." 

 

Broken Eyebrow Patriarch exclaimed. 

 

Ye Chen interrupted him and said: "It's good that you know, hand over the tears of the ancestor of the 

dragon, the Buddha will grant you freedom and lift the order to kill you." 

 

Hearing this, the Broken Eyebrow Patriarch chuckled. After knowing Ye Chen's intention, he calmed 

down instead, took off the wine gourd on his waist, raised his throat and took a sip, wiped his mouth, 

and said: 

 

"The so-called freedom is useless to me. I just want to drink." 

 

"The Tears of the Dragon Ancestor is a good thing for making wine. I can't give it to you." 

 

Ye Chen said indifferently: "I'm afraid it's not your turn not to give it." 

 



Broken Eyebrow Patriarch sneered, and said, "Why, do you want to do something? Let me tell you, this 

is Shacheng. If you dare to do something, you will be punished by Daozong!" 

 

Ye Chen said: "I won't do it, but if you don't give it, then I have to call the Buddha over and talk to you in 

person." 

 

After the words fell, Ye Chen used the power of the throne of thorns, and countless thorns emerged 

from the room, quickly sealing the whole room. 

 

Broken Eyebrow Patriarch was blocked in the thorns, unable to move, and his face suddenly changed. 

 

Ye Chen didn't talk too much nonsense with him, anyway, the Buddha is still in Shacheng. If the Broken 

Eyebrow Patriarch refused to give it, then he had no choice but to ask the Buddha to come forward to 

solve it. 

 

"Don't, don't, don't tell me if you have something to say, don't call my senior brother over." 

 

The Patriarch Broken Eyebrow panicked all of a sudden, he was obviously afraid of the Buddha, and he 

didn't dare to meet him, so he waved his hands repeatedly. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "Now, can you give me the tears of the Dragon Patriarch?" 

 

Broken Eyebrow Patriarch was troubled and said, "No." 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened, and he said, "You still want to resist? Then I'll ask the Buddha to come over." 

 

The Broken Eyebrow Patriarch gritted his teeth and said, "If you dare to call Buddha, I would rather blow 

myself up and pollute the Dragon Patriarch's tears with blood than hand it over to you!" 

 

Ye Chen said: "You would rather die than see the Buddha, why?" 

 



Broken Eyebrow Patriarch said: "You don't need to intervene in Lao Tzu's affairs. If you don't see me, 

you won't see him. It's none of your business." 

 

Ye Chen heard his swear words, presumably he had already fallen after being expelled from Buddhism. 

 

After a pause, the old ancestor of Broken Eyebrow eased his tone, and said: "Don't bother me, you can 

also want the tears of the Dragon Ancestor, just exchange it with something." 

 

He also knew that the tears of the ancestor of the dragon must be handed over today, otherwise Ye 

Chen would not give up. 

 

But it is absolutely impossible for him to give it away in vain. 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved slightly, and he said, "What do you want?" 

 

The Broken Eyebrow Patriarch pointed at Ye Chen, shook his fingers, and said, "I know you have a Dao 

Token on you, hehe, let's exchange it with the Dao Token." 

 

"Using Dao Ling to make wine, the taste of the Dao wine may not be as good as the wine made from the 

tears of the Dragon Ancestor, but it is barely drinkable." 
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"I'm afraid of you. You've made a lot of money by exchanging the Dao Token for the Dragon Ancestor's 

Tears." 

 

Ye Chen said in a deep voice: "Can Dao Ling make wine?" 

 

Broken Eyebrow Patriarch laughed and said: "Of course, this token is essentially a collection of Dao 

Spiritual Energy. You kid ascended from the Pure Land World, and you are not familiar with many laws, 

right?" 



 

Ye Chen was silent, Dao Ling could also make wine, which was indeed something he had never thought 

about. 

 

"I ascended from the real world, not some pure land." 

 

Ye Chen corrected the old ancestor of Broken Eyebrow again. 

 

Broken Eyebrow Patriarch sneered disdainfully, and said: "The real world is the pure land world. , aren’t 

you courting death?” 

 

Ye Chen's eyes sank, and he heard what the ancestor of Duanmei said. Could it be that there are causal 

secrets behind the real world that he doesn't know about? 

 

The Broken Eyebrow Patriarch patted the wine gourd, and sacrificed a tear to crystallize from it. The tear 

was crystal clear, and the surface looked ordinary, as if it was an ordinary tear. 

 

But if you look carefully, you can see a figure of a man reflected in the tear crystal, wearing a black coat 

and a big cloak, his face is covered, his face cannot be seen clearly, only a pair of eyes are exposed. 

 

What kind of eyes are those. 

 

Cold, sharp, domineering, fierce, king of the world, overlooking the world like ants, dominating 

everything, looking down on everything, crushing everything, treating all beings like nothing, but 

revealing a great compassion, like a person who wants to save the common people The king, in the end, 

could not break through the shackles of fate. 

 

Ye Chen had never seen such shocking eyes. 

 

If there is really a king and overlord in this world, it is this man. 

 

This man is the ruler behind Daozong. 



 

In No Time and Space, he has a title, that is: 

 

Great dominate! 

 

No one knows the identity of the Great Master. 

 

The Dragon Ancestor of the Eighth Patriarch of the Taoist School tried to pry into the identity of the 

Grand Master, but was punished by the Grand Master. His body, spirit and soul perished, leaving only a 

tear. 

 

This drop of tears also reflected the figure of the Great Master, how domineering, majestic, and 

domineering the world. 

 

Ye Chen just glanced at it, and felt tremendous coercion, and immediately wanted to kneel down and 

surrender. 

 

Fortunately, he had a tyrannical Dao heart, so he endured it abruptly, gritted his teeth, and did not give 

in. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen could hold back his knees, Patriarch Broken Eyebrow showed a very surprised look 

in his eyes, and then he was full of admiration and admiration, and said: 

 

"You boy, amazing!" 

 

"How dare you not kneel when you see the master of Taoism, do you know that my brother Buddha, he 
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As Ren Feihua spoke, he looked at the tear crystal, and when he saw the reflection of the Great Master 

inside, his voice became hoarse, and he froze for a moment, his body trembling violently. 

 

Ye Chen said in shock: "Senior Ren, what's wrong with you?" 

 

Ren Feifei was silent for a long time, then let out a long sigh, and said, "It's nothing, but I didn't expect 

that the powerful aura behind the Taoist sect would be so terrifying." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior Ren, can't you bear the coercion of the Great Master?" 

 

Ren Feifei said: "With you by my side, I can bear it. You are my lighthouse." 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes, thought of something, and said, "I'm not here?" 

 

Ren Feifei fell silent, didn't answer, just shook his head slightly, and said, "Let's say goodbye to the 

Buddha." 

 

Ye Chen gave a "hmm", and together with Ren Feifei, they left the inn and went to the dark forbidden 

area again to meet the Buddha to say goodbye. 

 

The Buddha pinched his fingers and knew everything. He sighed: "It's a good thing that my junior 

brother is willing to hand over the tears of the ancestor of the dragon. I thought he would kill you, but 

I'm really sorry for sacrificing you. Lord of Reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen said: "It's okay, there is not only one piece of Dao Token, you can find a way to get it later." 

 

After a pause, Ye Chen said again: "It's just, Buddha, Patriarch Broken Eyebrow doesn't seem to dare to 

see you, I don't know if it's because of fear or something." 

 

The Buddha said: "He is afraid that it will affect my Buddha's heart. He has fallen into this state, and he 

has no face to see me. If the master is here, he will definitely be mad at him." 



 

Ye Chen's heart moved, and he said: "Buddha, do you still have a master? Who is your master? It must 

be a great big shot." 

 

He thought to himself that if the Buddha is so powerful, isn't the master of the Buddha so powerful? 

 

But the Buddha's eyes were lost, as if he was recalling the past years, and said: "My master? Actually, I 

also forgot who my master is. I only remember that she is a magnificent woman." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said: "Buddha, can you even forget who your own master is?" 

 

The Buddha said in a deep voice: "That was a very, very long time ago, and my memory has worn out a 

lot." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Even if it wears out, it shouldn't be..." 

 

The Buddha gave a "hmm" and said: "You want to say that even if the memory wears out, you should 

not forget your master. After all, he is such an important person, right?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes." 

 

The Buddha said: "I think it should be that my master deliberately erased the secrets and traces of his 

own existence, so my memory was also severely worn out. She didn't want others to remember her." 

 

"When I was young, I was good friends with Patriarch Broken Eyebrow. At that time, it was a time when 

the ancient gods were fighting for hegemony. We were all captured by a certain demon god and served 

as blood slaves. We will be sacrificed soon." 

 

"It was Master who came and rescued us. I don't remember what Master looked like, but I still 

remember the feeling at that time, as if I had returned to my mother's arms." 

 

"My master, she... must be a very gentle and broad-minded woman." 



 

"She must also be a magnificent and powerful supreme, who can crush those high gods with a flick of 

her fingers." 

 

"Emperor Yuantian should know my master, because I remember that they once fought together, but I 

asked Emperor Yuantian later on the identity and whereabouts of my master, but he still refused to 

say." 

 

When Ye Chen heard the Buddha's words, his eyes were a little dazed and shocked. 

 

One can imagine the strength of the Buddha's master who was able to fight side by side with Emperor 

Yuantian. 

 

But why, there is no trace of her in the world? 

 

Ren Feifan stood aside and listened silently. Judging by his expression, he must have heard these words 

before and knew that the Buddha had a mysterious master, but he didn't know his identity. 

 

After a pause, the Buddha went on to say: "The foundation of my Taoism and supernatural powers was 

laid by my master. When I am promoted to the realm of the gods, I will participate in the competition 

and win 
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The Buddha shook his head and sighed: "Forget it, let's not talk about this, Lord of Reincarnation, you go 

to Shanghuangtian Palace first, wake up your grandfather, and then I will go back to the Zen garden. If 

you need any help, you can call my name." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes!" 

 

Buddha is a big shot, a big card in the reincarnation camp, and Ye Chen will naturally not use it lightly. 



 

For ordinary difficulties, he can solve them by himself. If he is threatened by the God of Heaven, he may 

have to call Buddha. 

 

After the discussion, Ye Chen and Ren Feifei left Shacheng and went to the Heavenly Palace of the 

Emperor. 

 

The Buddha also left quietly, and first returned to the Zen garden. 

 

Ren Feifan asked Ye Chen, "Can you capture the coordinates of the Emperor's Heavenly Palace?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes, Senior Ren, I will show you the way." 

 

The coordinates of the Shanghuang Tiangong are very secret, even Ren Feifei doesn't know, it was 

Grandpa Ye Chen who deliberately covered it up, so as not to expose the secret. 

 

When Grandpa Ye Chen was injured by the Snake Heaven Emperor, he lost the strength of the Overlord 

of Outer Gods. If his territory was revealed, it might cause unexpected disasters. 

 

Fortunately, Ye Chen and his grandfather are connected by blood, and can sense the coordinates of the 

Emperor's Heavenly Palace. 

 

However, in order to avoid revealing the secret and being watched by the enemy, he still chose to keep 

it secret, and even Ren Feifei couldn't tell him directly, he just showed the way. 

 

At that moment, with Ye Chen guiding the way, Ren Feifei shattered the void, and it took the two of 

them a full day to officially reach the boundary of the Emperor's Heavenly Palace. 

 

The boundary where the Shanghuang Tiangong is located is called the "Shanghuang Realm". In this 

Shanghuang Realm, the statues enshrined everywhere are not Ye Xieshen himself, but Ye Chen. 

 



After Ye Chen came to the Upper Emperor's Realm, he glanced over and saw many statues of himself, 

with hundreds of millions of sentient beings paying homage to him, and the incense was flourishing. 

 

He felt the power of faith of countless believers, his spirit was lifted, and he felt full and happy. 

 

When Ren Feifei came to the Emperor's Realm, he also officially knew the coordinates of the Emperor's 

Heavenly Palace. 

 

The two descended and touched the heavenly secret. From the central palace of the upper emperor's 

realm, more than a dozen high-level elders flew into the sky and came to greet them. 

 

"I have seen the Emperor of Reincarnation, the Emperor of Blood Moon." 

 

The dozen or so elders flew up to Ye Chen and Ren Feifei, bowed respectfully and said hello. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "I'm not the Emperor of Heaven yet." 

 

An elder said: "Your Majesty is not now, but he will definitely become emperor in the future." 

 

Ye Chen is still 
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"Get up, what are you afraid of? No matter how powerful the Great Master is, is he as powerful as my 

grandson?" 

 

Ye Xieshen yelled loudly, like Hong Zhong Dalu. 

 

The kneeling elders suddenly woke up and got up one after another, saluting Ye Xieshen and Ye Chen. 



 

Ye Chen hurriedly said: "Grandpa, you've broken me, how can I compare with the master?" 

 

Ye Xieshen laughed loudly, and said: "One day, your cultivation will surpass that great master, hehe, 

grandpa believes in you, cough...cough cough..." 

 

At the end, Ye Xieshen coughed violently again, his face turned pale. 

 

Ye Chen said: "Grandpa, what's the matter, is the injury still not healed?" 

 

Ye Xieshen breathed a sigh of relief and said: "It's okay, grandpa is fine, it's just that the snake venom he 

left in my body after being injured by the Snake Heavenly Emperor back then has merged with my 

blood, and the tears of the Dragon Ancestor dispelled nine It's done, but there are still some remaining 

poisons that are difficult to eradicate, but it's nothing serious, I asked the Misty Chamber of Commerce 

to get some medicine, and it can be completely cured." 

 

Ye Chen said: "The Misty Chamber of Commerce is..." 

 

Ye Xie said: "It is one of the six great chambers of commerce in Wuwu time and space, and the misty 

chamber of commerce ranks first. 
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Ye Chen faintly felt that the dark abyss was very dangerous, but there was also a huge opportunity 

behind it. 

 

As long as he can turn bad luck into good luck, he will be able to reap great blessings, and his cultivation 

base can be raised to a higher level. 

 

"I advise you not to go for the time being." 

 



Emperor Xuanchen said seriously. 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said, "Why?" 

 

Emperor Xuanchen calculated with his fingers, and said: "I feel that there is an undercurrent surging in 

the dark abyss, which is very dangerous. If you go, you may be in danger of falling." 

 

"That place, after all, is the territory of the Dark Soul Clan, so you must not enter it rashly." 

 

The so-called dark soul clan is the collective name for the descendants of Emperor Huntian, and the 

believers of Emperor Huntian, even if they don't have dark blood, they like to call themselves the dark 

soul clan. 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior, if I don't go, won't your real body continue to suffer?" 

 

"Moreover, I feel that there will be great opportunities waiting for me!" 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said: "It's better not to go, I calculated the secret, and faintly caught the breath of 

the tailed beast." 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback, and said, "Tail beast?" 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said: "Yes, there is a possibility that there will be tailed beasts appearing in the dark 

abyss. If I am not mistaken, it should be Four Tails. His name is Zhou Shangjian." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Zhou Shangjian? Siwei also turned into a human form?" 

 

Emperor Xuanchen said: "That's right, this four-tailed man was actually captured by the Da Zhou family 

and gave birth to spiritual consciousness, but he escaped later. I have a hunch that during this time, he 

will enter the dark abyss." .” 

 



Ye Chen said: "What is he doing in the dark abyss?" 

 

Emperor Xuanchen smiled bitterly, but did not answer directly, and said: "In short, during this period of 

time, the dark abyss is extremely dangerous, and the power of the four tails is not something you can 

compete with. You'd better go there after a while." 

 

The power of the tailed beasts is stronger than the other. 

 

If all the power of the four tails burst out, the dark and ominous atmosphere would be enough to drown 

Ye Chen in an instant. 

 

Ye Chen frowned, and said to Emperor Xuanchen, "I'll see and talk." 
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After Liu Yexi left, Ye Xieshen said to Ye Chen with a smile: "Ye Chen, after all, you are a Forbidden God 

ascending, and the catastrophe has not yet passed. If you can get the fragments of the Demon Castle 

this time, you will overcome the catastrophe in the future." , with the protection of the Heavenly Demon 

Castle, then nothing will go wrong." 

 

The Heavenly Demon Castle is invincible, and can even withstand the bombardment of the Heavenly 

Emperor and God, which is very powerful. 

 

Back then Emperor Huntian had countless enemies, but he lived in the castle and never fortified it, nor 

worried about any vendettas. 

 

Because the defense of his Heavenly Demon Castle is absolutely solid, unless Emperor Yuantian takes 

action, no one in the world can break through it. 

 

Even though time wears out and the Demon Castle is split into six pieces, it still has a strong defense 

force, which is more than enough to help Ye Chen resist the catastrophe. 



 

Ye Chen felt warm in his heart. Grandpa always thought of him, and he still remembered the things he 

hadn't crossed the catastrophe. 

 

The omnipotent catastrophe that belongs to him will come in half a year. With the protection of the 

demon castle, Ye Chen can be sure of safety. 

 

waited for a day, arrived 
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Liu Yexi smiled slightly, pointed to Ye Chen, and said, "This Mr. Chen Ye is the master alchemist." 

 

The alchemist was stunned, looked Ye Chen up and down, showed a disbelieving expression, and said, 

"It's just him? No way, how could a boy from the fourth level of the immeasurable realm be the main 

alchemist, he even opened the alchemy furnace no more?" 

 

Alchemy requires a lot of spiritual energy, and the alchemists present are at least in the late stage of the 

immeasurable realm, and there are even demigods and divine dao realms. 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation base is only the fourth level of the Infinite Realm, so he can't convince everyone. 

 

None of the alchemists present thought that Ye Chen was qualified to be the main alchemist. 

 

"I'm not qualified, are you qualified?" 

 

Ye Chen smiled, and there was no nonsense, he held his palms empty, and the Taoist alchemy technique 

was directly displayed, and the brilliance of the Dao gathered in his palm. 

 

Hurrah! 



 

The sky and the earth are empty, and wisps of heaven and earth spiritual energy frantically gather 

towards Ye Chen's palm. 

 

Ye Chen performed the Taoist alchemy technique, directly casting strands of heaven and earth aura into 

a pure and white elixir, with strands of the aura of the avenue permeating out. 

 

When they saw the elixir cast in Ye Chen's hands, all the alchemists in the audience were shocked in an 

uproar. 

 

The quality of the elixir Ye Chen cast does not mean that it is so good, but his method of alchemy 

shocked everyone. 

 

The alchemists present were all sharp-eyed, and they could tell at a glance that Ye Chen's method was 

the legendary Taoist alchemy technique! 

 

Moreover, the Daoist alchemy technique displayed by Ye Chen has a harmonious breath, and the law is 

like flowing clouds and flowing water. The cultivation attainments revealed behind it are probably much 

more powerful than the alchemy emperor of the Tiandanzong. 

 

The alchemist who looked down on Ye Chen just now hastily cupped his hands to apologize, and said: "It 

turns out that Mr. Chen Ye is hiding his secrets, and his eyes are clumsy." 

 

Ye Chen didn't bother to pay attention, and turned to Liu Yexi and said, "President Liu, can we start?" 

 

He just wanted to complete the alchemy quickly, and then get the fragments of the Heavenly Demon 

Castle, as well as the Dragon Snake Tianyou Pill to help grandpa detoxify. 

 

Liu Yexi smiled and said, "Young Master Chen Ye stands on the front of the formation, then we can 

start." 

 

"Casting the Moon Emperor Demon Pellet is not easy or difficult, as long as all the materials in the pill 

furnace are melted into one body, it can be made into a pill." 



 

"All the materials have been prepared, but there is only one copy. Please be careful, Mr. Chen Ye and all 

the masters. If you fail, there will be no 
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It is not impossible to forcibly smelt the source of darkness, but it is extremely difficult and it is easy to 

backfire on oneself. 

 

"It's really tricky to refine the Moon Emperor Demon Pill." 

 

Ye Chen finally knew why the Misty Chamber of Commerce was willing to take out the fragments of the 

Heavenly Demon Castle as a deal. 

 

The refining of the Moon Emperor Demon Pill was much more difficult than he had imagined. It may be 

possible that there are not many time and space, except for him, few people can refine it. 

 

In the dark, Ye Chen felt that if he refined the Moon Emperor Demon Pellet, it might be bad for him! 

 

He couldn't figure out what this adverse effect was. 

 

Now that he was entrusted by others, he had to refine it, otherwise, he would not even be able to get 

the antidote from his grandfather, as well as the Heavenly Demon Castle he wanted, and he would also 

suffer from the backlash of darkness. 

 

Thinking carefully, Ye Chen thought: "It seems that it is best for me to put some of my own things in this 

Moon Emperor Demon Pill, so as not to be countered in the future." 

 

Thinking like this, Ye Chen quietly released a trace of the dark power of the Throne of Thorns into the 

alchemy furnace. 

 



There are a lot of dark things in the pill furnace, and he blended in a little bit of the breath of the Throne 

of Thorns, but no one noticed it. 

 

On the contrary, under the connection of the breath of the Throne of Thorns, those dark sources are 

perfectly integrated with other materials. 

 

All the medicinal materials, following Ye Chen's mind, were quickly fused, concentrated, and smelted, 

and gradually formed the prototype of the elixir. 

 

On that elixir, the totem of the moon appeared faintly on it, and there were lines of demonic ways. 

 

Seeing this, Liu Yexi was overjoyed, and said: "Young Master Chen Ye, your alchemy technique is as good 

as heaven and earth, and the Moon Emperor's magic pill is about to be refined!" 

 

Ye Chen was also taken aback when he saw the fledgling pill of the Moon Emperor Demon Pill gradually 

taking shape. 

 

The shape and appearance of this elixir was not controlled by him, but was generated naturally, as if 

there was some kind of causal law behind it. 

 

As long as all the materials in the pill furnace are fused and cast together, this pill can be obtained. 

 

Under Ye Chen's casting, the rudimentary pill quickly solidified and formed, and soon a pill as round as 

the moon was completely cast. 

 

The Moon Emperor Demon Pellet has been officially refined successfully! 

 

Seeing the pill being refined, all the alchemists in the audience breathed a sigh of relief, but when they 

looked at the pill, they secretly felt horrified in their hearts. 

 

That elixir is like a demonized moon, and it seems that there are some ancient demons living on it, which 

makes people feel hairy just by looking at it. 



 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly. After refining the Moon Emperor Demon Pill, he felt even more 

deeply that the release of this pill might threaten his future. 

 

But what this threat is, he can't figure it out. 

 

Fortunately, he has secretly left a trace of the throne of thorns in the Moon Emperor Demon Pill. As long 

as the Misty Chamber of Commerce does anything strange, he can immediately detonate the pill, and 

will never put himself in a disadvantageous situation. 

 

Liu Yexi apparently hadn't noticed yet that the Moon Emperor's magic pill had been tampered with by 

Ye Chen. With a face full of joy and satisfaction, she took out a box and put the Moon Emperor's magic 

pill in it. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile without showing any traces: "President Liu, the pill has been successfully 

refined, right?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "It's a success, Mr. Chen Ye, the reward that should be given to you, our chamber of 

commerce will give you." 

 

After a pause, she called the left and right servants again, and said, "Come here, take Mr. Chen Ye to the 

VIP room first." 

 

Then two maids came to invite Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, left the scene first, and went to the VIP room to wait. 

 

He waited for a long time in the VIP room, but he still didn't see Liu Yexi coming over. He asked the 

servants a few times, and they all told him to continue to wait, be safe and don't be impatient. 

 

Through the window of the VIP room, Ye Chen saw people from the Misty Chamber of Commerce, 

discussing something in a low voice outside, with an anxious expression on his face, and looked at him 

from time to time. 



 

"Could it be that they want to go back on their word and don't want to give me the fragments of the 

Demon Castle?" 

 

Ye Chen murmured inwardly, thinking that Tianmo Castle is so precious, it is not certain that Misty 

Chamber of Commerce may regret it. 

 

After waiting for another full hour, Ye Chen finally saw Liu Yexi come in. 

 

Liu Yexi's forehead was covered with sweat, and with an apologetic expression on his face, he bowed to 

Ye Chen and said, "Young Master Chen Ye, I've waited for a long time, this is your reward." 

 

She took out a storage bag and handed it to Ye Chen respectfully. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, took it over and took a look. In the storage bag, there was a large amount of golden 

source jade and a piece as dark as a crystal. 

 

When Ye Chen took out that dark crystal fragment and looked at it, he felt strange. 

 

The whole piece of crystal shards, without any impurities, can reflect the face of a person. If you look 

carefully, you can see the shadow of a castle from the shards, which is full of evil spirits. Surrounded by 

the law of darkness, one glance at it will have the illusion of falling into a nightmare like hell. 

 

"This is... a fragment of the Demon Castle?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart trembled a little. This dark crystal fragment was obviously a fragment of the Demon 

Castle. 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Yes, Mr. Chen Ye, thank you for refining the Moon Emperor Demon Pill for our chamber of 

commerce. This fragment of the Heavenly Demon Castle is your reward." 

 



Ye Chen secretly breathed a sigh of relief, it seems that the Misty Chamber of Commerce did not break 

its promise, and indeed gave him the fragments of the Demon Castle. 

 

With this Heavenly Demon Castle, it will be much easier for him to overcome the tribulation in the 

future. 

 

However, Ye Chen flipped through the storage bag again, and saw nothing other than the golden source 

jade. 

 

"Where's the pill for my grandfather?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned and asked, he didn't see the Dragon Snake Tianyou Pill that Liu Yexi had promised. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's question, Liu Yexi was extremely embarrassed and helpless, and said, "Young Master 

Chen Ye, I'm really sorry." 

 

"The Longshe Tianyou Pills in stock in our chamber of commerce have just been bought by Patriarch 

Hongjun." 

 

Ye Chen asked in surprise: "Patriarch Hongjun bought all of them?" 

 

Liu Yexi said helplessly: "Yes, the ancestor Hongjun just sent someone over to buy all the medicines, and 

said that if our chamber of commerce refuses to sell them, the Alliance of Outer Gods will completely 

cut off contact with our chamber of commerce." 

 

"The president had no choice but to sell everything to them. I'm really sorry, Mr. Chen Ye." 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened. It seems that Patriarch Hongjun deliberately aimed at him, and maybe he was 

afraid that his grandfather would re-emerge after the snake poison was removed, threatening his status. 

 

"The medicinal materials for refining Longshe Tianyou Pills, you should still have them in stock, right? 

Give me the original medicinal materials, and I can make pills myself." 



 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Liu Yexi said embarrassingly: "To refine the Dragon Snake Tianyou Pill, you need the Dragon Snake 

Youlan, which is a specialty of the dark abyss, and the raw materials of these medicinal materials have 

already been bought by the ancestor Hongjun, and there is nothing left." 
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Hearing this, Ye Chen became angry immediately, and said: "President Liu, you are afraid of Patriarch 

Hongjun, and think that my reincarnation camp is easy to bully, so you broke your promise and didn't 

even leave me any medicinal materials?" 

 

Liu Yexi was sweating profusely, and said: "Young Master Chen Ye, calm down, this... our Chamber of 

Commerce really has no choice but to give you another sum of Yuan Yu as compensation." Then he took 

out another storage bag, which was full of Gold source jade. 

 

Ye Chen didn't even look at it, and said: "What's the use of giving me Yuanyu, what I want is the elixir, if 

there is no elixir, you should at least give me the original medicinal materials, you know? Let you always 

grow up Bar!" 

 

Liu Yexi felt ashamed and felt shameless, and didn't know what to do. 

 

At this time, a burly middle-aged man with a goatee under his jaw came in from the outside and said, 

"Master Chen Ye, I am so sorry, I am the manager of the Misty Chamber of Commerce, you can call me 

Jin Mancang , the president is not convenient to show up, I will handle this matter." 

 

While talking, Jin Mancang took out a box, opened it, and handed it to Ye Chen. 


